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What is a brand and what is brand strategy? 

I will first explain what a brand is and what a brand strategy accounts for so that we are on the same 

page. 

 

The brand is an identifier of a product/firm. The identifier can be a visual, copy, sound or another form 

of a symbol that makes it easier to associate the product/firm with a previous experience or a promise. 

Over time of repetitive exposure of the product/firm, the symbols will create an association and an 

expectation based on the experience. 

 

An identifier also allows firms/products to stand out from competitors which allows consumers to make 

quicker choices by easier identification. The association can also be created based on the message/angle 

of the brand and what it promises to deliver. Once these associations are created, there are certain 

expectations of the product. Let’s use two chocolate brands with a different promise for an example. 

One brand may offer to make you happy all the time and any time you need cheering up (which is 

accomplished with wide distribution and low pricing – so it is easy to acquire for the consumer). While 

another chocolate brand might promise that it’s going to act as a reward at end of a hard day (for it to 

be a reward, we could assume that it is more tasty, higher quality but pricier). So, depending on a brand 

and what it promises, it may have many or less CEPs [category entry points – asking why to buy, when, 

where, with whom and with what (Romaniuk, J. & Sharp, B., 2015)]. This is also why sometimes when 

there is a new CEP identified but is found to be too far away from the original brand promise, new child 

brands are created to meet different expectations. Some brand strategists also call this the brand 

ladder. This concept is heavily related to brand positioning, which is the first thing in a brand audit. 

 

According to Keller, K. L. in his brand strategy paper, “There are a number of considerations concerning 

the product mix and which products the firm should manufacture and/or sell.” (page 316). While I don’t 

agree with the entire paper, there is no doubt that brand strategy really focuses on ‘our offering’ versus 

‘their offering’ and how to represent them. 

To take this further, we can look at our most relevant CEPs and expose as many of these CEPs as 

possible through advertising/communications. What the product offers also has an important impact 

because the more people who experience our product and are exposed to our ‘brand’, the more people 

will buy our product, provided that it satisfies them. We need to ensure that our offering is more 
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attractive within a CEP than our competitor’s product, whether it be through easier access, pricing, 

quality (although that can be subjective), the products features and the product user experience. We 

can also make the product different enough within the category. This way, when a more niche CEP is 

stimulated, our product will come into mind.  

 

To achieve this, a big part of brand strategy would also be to put our 

company/product/offering/promise on a positioning scale relative to other companies to simplify how 

we are perceived in the market which establishes our position, which helps identify how our products 

and brand need reworking. This is later accomplished by clearing out our offering, promise and 

messaging (vision, brand stories, language use, user experience strategy, personas, visual style, 

distribution, marketing channels, framing, and much more). 

Conclusion 

Brand strategy is all about the associations we create with our visual materials in order for consumers to 

keep our product in mind when a certain CEP is stimulated. A brand strategy should look into what 

products to produce, how to advertise them to activate the correct CEP, their distribution, price and the 

product experience so that once bought, we can retain consumers provided there is good access of the 

product at a good price within a CEP relative to competitors. 
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Executive summary 

This report illustrated that Gravity’s messaging and position in the market is divided between “art, 

expression and people”, versus “passive income stream”. Its been found that due to this positioning, the 

user experience is unclear. 

Through competitor analysis and market position analysis, its been found that there is a major gap in the 

market for small content creator risk free merchandise. Within this analysis, it was argued that the 

current niche might be too small, so as an alternative, we could keep our values but expand the niche 

into environmentalism, social movements and veganism. 
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Introduction 

In this report I will investigate three direct competitors, demonstrating what they are doing or not 

doing. This is to provide inspiration and draw upon in upcoming sections concerning current brand 

challenges. These brand challenges will be based on market positioning, user experience and messaging. 

Everything will be followed through with general recommendations for further actions in order to create 

a brand strategy. 
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Our competition 

There are three major players that do something similar for content creators. These are direct 

competitors. However, here is a list of other businesses that I found in different market categories. They 

are still competitors, but not direct competitors. They are a good source of inspiration for any new UX or 

UI we come up with. 

 

https://displate.com – poster art. They have a good category/filtering system to find art. 

 

https://www.cafepress.com.au – t-shirts and merchandise. They stand for expressing yourself. 

 

https://www.spreadshirt.com – Creating and buying merchandise. They have a very cool way of showing 

both offers – “Creating” and “Shopping”. 

 

https://www.teepublic.com/signup/designer/sell-art-online – Similar to how we use our messaging. 

They are about art and making money. However, the difference is that this is a separate and deeply 

hidden landing page. 

 

https://www.redbubble.com – Most popular merchandise custom print store in the world. They have a 

negative public opinion, with a lot of stolen designs. Their pricing method is something for inspiration. 

They allow artists to set their own margins. 

 

https://teespring.com – TeeSrping is almost a direct competitor. They give a platform for content 

creators to sell their own merchandise. They key difference is “Merchandise”. 

 

🌐 MerchLabs 

MerchLabs is a turn-key merch solution without risk, without inventory, and without upfront costs. 

They’re a popular choice for entertainers, athletes, and other influencers. MerchLabs doesn’t just help 

you create merch; they also have an eCommerce platform you can use to sell your products. They have 

an application process that interested influencer need to complete to receive an invitation to join (and 

there’s no guarantee they’ll approve you). MerchLabs partners with creators like Jenna and Julien, The 

Fitness Marshall, Kali Muscle, and more. 

https://displate.com/
https://www.cafepress.com.au/
https://www.spreadshirt.com/
https://www.teepublic.com/signup/designer/sell-art-online
https://www.redbubble.com/
https://teespring.com/
https://merchlabs.com/
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Market share  

Coverage/Locations 

Online 

Website traffic 

Refer to Appendix C. 

Social engagement 

Their social engagement is weak. Their total follow accounts for 7,000 followers across 

their social media. Their post like average is 50 and they don’t often engage with their 

audience through commenting back or liking comments. 

Opinion in the market 

  N/A 

3rd party data 

Not advertising on social channels. 

Source: https://www.similarweb.com/website/merchlabs.com/  

 

Product overview 

They provide, build and work on merchandise for influencers. However, they also sell some merch 

directly. 

Accessibility 

It is very exclusive. You need to apply in order to work with them. 

Pricing 

It is unknown how much they charge for their platform. They have an agency service model, but 

present their offer to the market as something similar to the other two competitors and us. 

 

https://www.similarweb.com/website/merchlabs.com/
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Experience 

Digital experience (app/website) 

Their shop is hard to navigate. They don’t have a good way of filtering or categorizing their 

merch. The brand/category is packed making it hard to read. When going to “Shop” or “Contact” 

it takes customers to a different domain. 

Service experience 

 A lot of their shop is sold out. 

Function/logistics experience 

N/A 

 

Brand 

Their brand uses a similar colour pallet to use. Black, white and gold, making them feel premium and 

sophisticated. 

Position 

They are directly competing with Represent.com for influencers. They are competing for big 

influencers as position themselves as an exclusive brand. 

Offering 

“COMPLETE MERCH SOLUTION FOR SOCIAL INFLUENCERS” 

Promise 

“MerchLabs gives you a complete merch solution with zero risks. We understand the fast pace 

of this social influencer world and have the perfect merch solution to get you up and running in 

less than 24 hours!” 

- Risk Free 

- Quick 

- Premium quality 

- Professional design 

- Custom created 
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CEP 

- Whey you want to monetize your personal brand. 

- When you want to connect with your audience 

- When you want to leverage your social media for profit with little risk. 

Market/customers 

Big influencers, musicians, actors and athletes and their supporters. 

 

🌐 Represent 

Represent is a no hassle, no risk influencer merch company that you can use no matter what you’re 

representing. Like Spreadshop, your profits are determined on how much you sell—there are no upfront 

costs or fees. Represent includes analytics so you can get insight into your audience’s shopping habits. 

This will help you refine your campaigns and what you offer, increasing ROI and profits. Represent offers 

an embed code so you can embed a Buy It Now button or campaign widget on your own website or blog 

if you want to drive traffic to your own site instead of your Represent campaign page. They handle order 

fulfillment and customer service and let you offer promotions to boost your marketing strategy 

whenever you need. Working with Represent is a five step process: they design your products, set up 

your online store, fans buy your products, Represent prints and ships, and you get paid. They work with 

some huge names like Leonardo DiCaprio, Camila Cabello, PewDiePie, and more. 

 

Market share 

They are the biggest player in this space. 

Coverage/Locations 

Online 

Website traffic 

  Refer to Appendix C. 

https://represent.com/
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Social engagement 

Over 210k followers across their social media accounts. They get from a few hundred of 

likes to tens of thousands depending on the post. They don’t engage with their 

audiences in the comments or like the comments. 

Opinion in the market 

They have an opinion of friendly approach. Their size comes with unfulfilled promises 

with missing packages and unfulfilled orders. 

3rd party data 

Almost 50% of their consumers come from USA, Canada, UK and Australia, with 39.8% 

coming from USA. 

60% of their traffic comes from social media channels. 20% from direct connections. 

87% of this is from YouTube, 7.5% from twitter and 3.2% from Instagram with 1% from 

Facebook. 

Their top success is PewDiePie merch, accounting for 92% of organic traffic. 

Represnet.com advertises on Tumblr.com 

Audience is mostly interested in Video games and Media/News. Some additional 

interests are Lifestyle and fashion, electronics and technology as well as science and 

education. 

Source: https://www.similarweb.com/website/represent.com/  

Product overview 

They are a platform for content creators to sell their merchandise on. Similarly to Merchlabs, they have 

an agency model. 

Accessibility 

Like Merchlabs, they are quite exclusive with who they work with. 

Pricing 

T-shirt products cost $25.99.  

https://www.similarweb.com/website/represent.com/
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Experience 

Digital experience (app/website) 

Very minimalistic design with two main call to actions – “Shop” or “Work with us”. Due to a 

smaller number of influencers, they have a clear way for visitors to find their content creator. 

Service experience 

Simple on page layout for purchasing products with clear descriptions and variation selection. 

Simple checkout. 

Shipping costs additional. 

Function/logistics experience 

Shipping anywhere. Influencer merch is directly on the website with no new URLs. 

 

Brand 

The brand uses design to make people feel approachable, friendly and easy going. 

Position 

They are the market leader in content merchandise. They are exclusive, but approachable and 

friendly with their design style. 

Offering 

“Official merchandise from your favorite actors, athletes, creators, and musicians” 

“Creative Merchandising Agency For the Entertainment Industry” 

Promise 

“Show the World What You Stand For” 

All done for you solution. Design, build, selling, printing and sipping. You just get paid. 

CEP 

- When you want to support your favourite content creator 

- You want to show who you support 

- You want to identify with a community supporting the same content creator 

- You want to wear limited edition merchandise for status 
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Market/customers 

World famous actors, influencers and athleters. 

 

🌐 Fanjoy 

Fanjoy seeks to bridge the gap between followers and influencers by providing influencers a place to 

create meaningful products their followers will love. They offer influencers an end-to-end solution to 

create merch without upfront costs. Fanjoy is popular with social media influencers across platforms like 

Avani, Addison Rae, Chase, Hudson, Trey Kennedy, and more. They sell directly on their platform and 

really focus their style on street wear. 

 

Market share 

Coverage/Locations 

  Online. 

Website traffic 

  Refer to Appendix C. 

Social engagement 

Fanjoy has a big social media presence. They have near 600 k followers. They don’t 

engage with their followers through liking or following. 

Opinion in the market 

N/A 

3rd party data 

74% of the customers are from USA, Canada, Australia and UK, with 65% being from the 

USA. 

57% of traffic comes from social media channels, with 15% coming from direct traffic 

and 24% from organic search. The organic search seems to play a big part in sales as the 

top rakings are “influencer name merch”. 

https://fanjoy.co/
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Social traffic mostly comes from YouTube at 86%, 6.2% from Instagram, 5.2% from 

Twitter and 1.4% from Facebook. 

Fanjoy advertises on variety.com 

Most users are interested in Fashion and Apparel / streetwear. 

Source: https://www.similarweb.com/website/fanjoy.co/  

 

Product overview 

They go beyod print, selling a lot of street wear and unique clothing design. 

Accessibility 

... 

Pricing 

Filjoy sells t-shirts at a $20-$25-$30 USD range. The price variance depends on the t-shirt 

material, short or long sleeve, and seems like dependent on creator as well. 

 

Experience 

Something unique about this platform is they have a Wishlist system. This allows for saving favourite 

clothing for later purchase. 

Digital experience (app/website) 

The website is clear to follow. However, their offering is not clear at first. They show new 

collections as their offer which might work for them now as they are popular enough as a brand 

for people to know what they stand of r and offer. It is also relatively easy to find your favourite 

content creator and their merchandise. The website keeps you on the website without 

redirecting you to any new URLs. 

Service experience 

They offer reviews directly on their website. Their checkout and adding to cart is simple and 

easy like other platforms including our own. 

https://www.similarweb.com/website/fanjoy.co/
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Function/logistics experience 

It is unclear for influencers how to sign up or partner. The partner link is relatively hidden away. 

They do not publicly disclose how their service works. 

 

Brand 

They are predominantly customer centric, with little offering to the influencers. Their entire shop, 

messaging and experience is setup to help consumers buy merchandise rather than for influencers to 

sign up. 

Position 

Leader in merch and streetwear across different influencer profiles. 

Offering 

Influencer merch. 

Promise 

N/A 

CEP 

- When you want something stylish and popular 

- Social media clout with their #FanjoyStyle tag 

- Social media status 

Market/customers 

Deeply focused on customers buying the merchandise.  
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Current Branding 

Our branding currently has a heavy focus on promoting our service to content creators as a way for 

them to generate additional income. Gravity is digital only, with the ecommerce store boing its face, as 

well as social medias: Facebook, Twitter & Instagram.  

Considering higher price compared to competitors (will touch upon that later), the brand design’s 

minimalism and usage of gold, as well as playing in the ‘art’ niche, Gravity is positioned as a 

sophisticated brand on the competition spectrum. There are three major competitors (Merchlabs, 

Fanjoy & Represent). This gives connotations of higher worthiness which in the future should drive 

desirableness and some sort of status to a customer. With such visuals, the company must be careful 

with its content creator selection, and curate the kind of content that we sell. This is if we want to stay 

in sophisticated spectrum of the market, which as I will argue later, might not be a good positioning 

strategy due to our competitors. 

 

Our offering 

We are offering two separate offers. One offer is to content creators; the other offer is for consumers. 

To appeal to creators, we offer passive income and risk-free merchandise production. To appeal to 

consumers, we offer their favourite content on t-shirts. 

 

Our promise 

We promise our consumers that they will be able to feel empowered and create their personal brand 

through showing content they support – “be the brand”. We promise content creators that the set-up is 

easy, simple and very quick. 

 

The experience 

The website has very easy sing-up, simple UI that is easy to follow, with a lot of minimalism which gives 

space for us to control a user’s actions. However, there is no clear distinction between the two separate 

https://merchlabs.com/
https://fanjoy.co/
https://represent.com/
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offers and promises, which makes the website structure and possible control of the user also unclear 

despite of the design simplicity and minimalism. 

The website allows for good user preference flexibility, with language and currency selection. There is 

also easy access to social media and messaging. 

Creator’s side of the website is designed perfectly, fulfilling the promise of easy, simple and quick, by 

allowing to link Facebook for login, as well as quick content import from Instagram. How it all works is 

also well laid out on the “Earn” landing page making it simple to understand and follow. 

Some pages are harder to access due to the fact they are only accessible via the footer. “Help”, also 

seems like a complication for a user from the standard “FAQ”. 

UX for consumers is inconsistent with the promise of supporting their favourite content, as the pages 

“Women” & “Men”, don’t lead them to find their content creator, unless they use the search tool, which 

is often ignored by users. While the “Discover” page is tailored to the promise, “Men” & “Women” could 

cause people to get lost. 

When adding to basket, the basket icon pops up. It isn’t clear at first glance that it is a call to action to 

checkout. The checkout itself is well designed and easy to navigate. 

There is no contact page. While Facebook messaging is a way of contacting, people on new devices will 

not be able to easily contact you, which can limit leads other than t-shirt buyers. A contact page would 

also allow “find a bug” to be found more easily, as now it is inconsistent to catch below the navigation. 

Lastly, all 404 and 301 redirects are towards /shop.  For someone who in the future clicks on a non-

existent URL, who is not familiar with your website, will be very confused as to what happened. It is also 

a missed opportunity to explain to them who we are and what we do. 

 

Product overview 

The product is well described and easy to understand. Comes in all common size, for both genders with 

black and white choice. 

 

Accessibility 

The products are accessible to anyone in the world with worldwide shipping and internet. 
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Pricing 

Our prices are at $33, which are higher than all competitors within the t-shirt product line. 
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Branding challenges 

The main challenge lies in the unclear message between our two offers for the two different audiences. 

This cascades from our positioning in the market, ending on unclear user experience. 

 

Positioning conflict 

The brand is positioned too close to the competition with its visuals and pricing. The current branding is 

connotating sophistication and preimmunises. At the same time, some of the front-page promises are 

“easy, simple and quick” which isn’t associated with the visuals. As the core of the service is its simplicity 

and easiness, its functionality caters more to the masses rather than exclusiveness, which goes against 

the visuals. 

 

Competitors VS Gravity 

Our competitors are well established, with big creator accounts on their side. It seems where there is a 

whole in a market for small content creators. (See Appendix A for positioning scales). However, we are 

niching down even further into art content creators. Our visuals might match the art approach, making it 

feel more premium like Merch Labs, but our messaging does not match to this niche. 

Niche 

While our competition’s niche is in the content creators/influencers, they still own a big portion of the 

consumer mind space for content buying. When people deciding what content they should be 

represented by, we are competing with some of the top influencers in the space. While we niche 

further, by catering to art content creators, this category in itself doesn’t eliminate us from competing 

from the general influencer/creator merchandise. We must make our offering and promise unique 

enough from the competition where the niche won’t matter.  

There also might be a risk to niching so far down, because small art content creators might not have 

enough following to sell, while bigger art players often already find ways to monetize their art on their 

own terms.  

Our current messaging would appeal to the content creator masses. If we were to expand into serving 

all small content creators instead of just art creators, we could keep our current messaging, but would 
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have to change our visuals instead. A good example of an indirect competitor is the mentioned 

TeePublic who use similar messaging to our current one. While counter intuitive, we would need to look 

cheaper to establish ourselves as an alternative from the big players. Cheaper doesn’t mean a whole 

new look or a worse look. It might be a case of just altering the colours from gold to something that 

feels more friendly and approachable. 

Pricing 

The prices are higher than our competition. It might be hard to sell our products if people compare 

value to other t-shirts – even not within our content creator category. I am not sure how much flexibility 

there is with pricing and what are the costs of operations, but there are options that can help with this if 

altering the price doesn’t come into play. 

1. Let content creators add in their own margin. They know their audiences best, and this will 

serve as the best way to say and frame new messaging to “Support your content creator”. 

2. Market “Free shipping” more aggressively. It should be in the top banner. The prices are striking 

until you notice that at checkout you get free shipping worldwide. 

3. Get rid of free shipping and lower the prices. 

 

User experience 

Due to the messaging, it is unclear for the user on how to navigate the website. Should they be looking 

for their content creator? Or should they be signing up to earn passive income? Or should they be 

discovering random content? There is too much mixed messaging with too many different call to actions 

at once. 

 

Landing pages 

It seems like current UI presenting content creators isn’t scalable for the future. As our offer is to give 

favourite content on t-shirts, we need to find a way to easily filter and sort out content creators to fulfil 

this promise. While we currently we have a search feature, I recommend finding another way of 

filtering. 

There is no dedicated page for our customers. A dedicated landing page will make it much easier to 

layout our offer and promise to them without conflicting it with our offer and promise to the content 

https://www.teepublic.com/signup/designer/sell-art-online
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creators. For example, the “Earn” page is a great landing page, clearly explaining what its all about for 

content creators. 

 “Woman” and “Men” pages provide a complication to users, as our main offer is to provide t-shirts 

based on favourite content. People visiting our website, aren’t informed quickly enough, that they can 

buy their favourite content on t-shirts, so when browsing the website, will likely stumble upon a random 

content on male or female t-shirts pages, further complicating user experience. 

 

Call to action 

All call to actions look the same (black button with white text). This is for; Login, Start Now, Explore 

Profile, Shop Now, Log in to Request, Start Shopping. This is way too many CTAs that look the same. 

Seeing as our business is giving two products, there should be two main call to actions. One in the angle 

of “Shop”, and one in the angle of “Create” (Start Now). This will allow for clearer navigation for users. 

Other call to actions such as Log In or Explore Profile, should be designed in a very differentiated style in 

order for users to more easily associate one CTA from another, giving them more clarity on what they 

are looking at and where to go if they want to progress. 

 

Chanel inconsistency 

This is a small and easy issue to fix, but there is inconsistency between the social media accounts. 

Twitter and Facebook use different banners. There are a few posts on Facebook that seem a little 

arbitrary, talking about habits and success. While brands should stand for things, what defines them is 

what is behind their offer and promise. If our offer and promises are associated with art creators, then 

we should show with social media posts that we value art, artists and people. This is shown through 

supporting #blacklivesmatter posts and a few others. However, if we are going to post about habits and 

success, it is more reflective of the passive income messaging, but as discussed later, this messaging is 

not reflective of our audience making our brand divided in half. 

 

Messaging conflict 

It is unclear at first glance what we are offering. It is further complicated by the fact that we have two 

different offers for two different audiences. 
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There is also a design issue, where on most screens (except 4k and higher), what we offer and promise is 

below the fold. It creates a bad first impression as new visitors can’t tell what to expect from us except 

by assuming through the main photo that we are in the clothing business (referring to the front page). 

 

Audience 

It also might be the case where the message of passive income earning might not appeal to art creators. 

The challenge here is that we don’t have defined audience personas, and thus can’t easily pinpoint in 

which direction the messaging should be set. This closely related to the social media post argument I 

made previously. So far, we frame our service for art/photography content, but the messaging for 

earning passive income is probably more accommodating for the creator masses. Seeing as how simple 

it is for creators to sell on our platform, there is a missed opportunity because we only present art 

content.  

To give an example of a different type of Instagram account, there is a lot of career or meme profiles on 

Instagram that post quotes – which sell fantastically as people often resonate with them. 

This is where there is some conflict. We need to set how we want to be positioned, and who we want to 

target so that our message makes more sense to the audiences we are going for. If we are going for 

artists, passive income might not be on their list of priority. 

Environmentalism 

If after this report we decide to stay within the art creators’ niche, as previously stated, our brand 

should be concerned with people. To expand the niche while staying within the same values as our 

social media posts, it would be to appeal to environmentalism and veganism. Since many artists and 

people who support art are in the same mindset, it’s a great niche to expand into. 

In that case, Appendix B, should be marketed much more aggressively, incorporating it into the 

message, that Gravity supports the environment. 

Gravities position could be turned around into a brand that cares for people, their rights, the 

environment and is done through art and expression. 
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Conclusion 

There is conflict in our messaging of “earn money” framing, with what we look to stand for – people and 

art. The messaging conflicts with our pricing, which could be resolved with changing the messaging. 

Our niche might turn out to be too small. Taking our values, we can expand to related niches, such as 

environmentalism, veganism and creators supporting rights. 

The above points are thrown out there to really think about them, because there is no one solution or 

recommendation that will work. The main determinator of success is defining everything to create 

consistency and clear direction. 
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Recommendations 

• Consider two positions in the market: Mass small content creators and passive income 

messaging VS art content creators that stand for difference, rights and expression. There are 

many gaps in the market, but those are the major ones and are based on the current brand to 

some extent. 

 

• Consider how to combat striking prices with supporting messaging. More aggressive free 

shipping? Or “Support your content creator”? Or maybe eliminate free shipping? Or position the 

brand as eco-friendly to justify the price? Maybe we can find more options, but the price must 

be justified or lowered in order to meet existing category expectations. 

 

• After positioning, we need to define who are customers are. Create personas for better 

understanding and empathy. But also create account profiles, to be clearer on practicalities 

(how big is their following, is their content good enough etc…) 

 

• After defining who our customers are, we need to work on our messaging to accommodate for 

customers’ wants and needs. 

 

• When we know our position, our customers and the messaging, we need to adapt visuals 

accordingly (if at all). 

 

• We must create new landing pages for our two different offers, no matter what position and 

messaging we go with. 

 

• Create social media content guidelines based on messaging to make sure we are promoting our 

brand in a consistent manner. 
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